Vote A : Human Enhancement Applications 1-4
Here is a preliminary question, and then 4 ways in which human enhancement is being done, or could be
done, with today’s technology. Would these applications be acceptable to you, or not?
Preliminary question

1. Growth hormone

2. Cosmetic surgery

Human enhancement Giving human growth
should not be allowed hormone to children of
Using cosmetic
at all. We should not normal height for their
surgery to make
try to make radical
age, so that they will signficant changes to
changes to the human grow taller than they
my face or body
body or brain.
would naturally

Do you agree?
(mark with an X)
Yes
Possibly
Don’t know
Doubtful
No

Why?

(in your own
words)
Should society
regulate this,
or is it just a
private matter?

3. Drugs to reduce
the need for Sleep

4. Drugs for
competitive mental
performance

Using stimulant drugs Using cognitive (mind(e.g. Modafinil) to
enhancing) drugs to
enable people to do
boost students’
without sleep for
concentration and
several days without
competitive
suffering sleep deficit performance in exams

Would this application be acceptable? (mark with an X for each application)

Vote B : Human Enhancement Applications 5-8
Here are 4 ways in which human enhancement might be used, one day.
They’re speculative. But suppose we could do these, would they be acceptable to you, or not?
6. Implanted computer
5. Implanted computer
7. Electrical stimulation of
chips to interact with my
chips for enhanced sight
the brain
personal environment
Using implants in the retina ‘Smart’ living : having brain
of the eye (first devised to
chips which can interact
reduce blindness) to give with sensors in our home or
enhanced sight, like seeing workplace, to control our
into the infrared for night environment directly as we
go about our daily lives
driving or telephoto vision

8. Extending human
lifespan

Introducing magnetic
nanoparticles in a specific
Modifying the ageing
part of the brain, to create mechanisms of the body so
electric currents that would
that we extend normal
help control over-eating, or
human lifespan to 200
enable us to choose our
years
mood

Would this application be acceptable? (Mark with an X for each application)
Yes
Possibly
Unsure/Don’t know
Doubtful
No

Why?
(in your own
words)

Should society
regulate this, or is it
just a private
matter?

